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Abstract. The interpretive-sensory access (ISA) theory of self-knowledge claims that one knows one’s own mind by turning one’s capacity to know other minds onto oneself. Previously, researchers mostly debated whether the theory receives the most support from the results of empirical research. They have given much less attention to the question whether the theory is the simplest of the available alternatives. I argue that the question of simplicity should be considered in light of the well-established theories surrounding the ISA theory. I claim that the ISA theory then proves to be the simplest. I reply to objections to this claim related to recent developments in this area of research: the emergence of a unified transparency theory of self-knowledge and the relative establishment of the predictive processing theory.
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How one knows one’s own mind is widely debated in contemporary philosophy of mind. A question that receives special attention is how one knows one’s own propositional attitudes, such as beliefs, desires, and intentions, as well as judgements, and decisions. Philosophers who participate in this debate can roughly be divided into two groups: those who claim that one knows one’s own propositional attitudes by turning one’s capacity to know others’ propositional attitudes onto oneself (Ryle 1949, Gopnik 1993, Carruthers 2011, Cassam 2014), and those who claim that one knows one’s own propositional attitudes by some other means by which one can only know one’s own propositional attitudes but not others’ propositional attitudes (Moran 2001, Nichols & Stich 2003, Bar-On 2004, Frankish 2004, Bilgrami 2006, Goldman 2006, O’Brien 2007, Fernández 2013, Proust 2013, Coliva 2016, Byrne, A. 2018, Schwengerer 2018a). Since the philosophers who belong to the first group claim that the cases of self and other are essentially symmetrical, their theory can be called the symmetry theory, while their opponents’ theory can be called the asymmetry theory (Schwitzgebel 2014).

Perhaps the most well-developed version of the symmetry theory is the interpretive-sensory access (ISA) theory of self-knowledge. The ISA theory claims that: (1) there is a single mental faculty that underlies our attributions of propositional attitudes, whether to ourselves or to others; (2) this faculty has only sensory access to its domain; (3) its access to most kinds of our own propositional attitudes is interpretive; and (4) the faculty in question evolved to sustain and facilitate outward looking or other-directed forms of social cognition (Carruthers 2011: 1–2). These four claims constitute the core of the ISA theory and they imply six main empirical predictions.

The ISA theory predicts that: (1) people should be incapable of attributing attitudes to themselves in absence of relevant sensory cues; (2) there should be no fundamental differences between self-understanding and other-understanding in childhood development; (3) there should be no dissociations between people’s competence for knowledge of self and other; nor should different brain areas be involved; (4) people should lack any deep or well-developed metacognitive competence; (5) people should confabulate plausible-seeming attitudes for themselves whenever presented with misleading sensory data; and (6) creatures capable of attributing mental states of a given kind to others should be capable of attributing states of that sort to oneself; and there should be no creatures capable of attributing states to themselves of a kind that they cannot attribute to others (Carruthers 2011: 370). Together, these six main predictions differentiate the ISA theory from its rivals.

Proponents of the ISA theory claim that it has the following four theoretical virtues: it is the simplest of the available alternatives, coheres with surrounding theories in cognitive science, receives the most support from the results of empirical research, and is scientifically fruitful in the sense of making more new predictions that contribute to further empirical research (Carruthers 2011: 368). The debate surrounding the ISA theory mostly concentrates on the question whether the theory receives the most support from the results of empirical research (for a recent overview see Rimkevičius, under review). A question that has received considerably less attention is whether the ISA theory is the most simple
of the available alternatives. I suggest that there are two recent developments in this area of research that make the question of simplicity more pressing now.

One recent development that makes the question of simplicity more pressing now is the emergence of unified versions of the transparency theory of self-knowledge. The transparency theory claims that one knows one’s own mind by attending to the relevant tracts of the outside world, as opposed to the mind itself, so the mind is in this sense transparent (Evans, G. 1982, Moran 2001, Fernández 2013, Byrne, A. 2018, Schwengerer 2018a). A disadvantage of early transparency theories is that they seem to apply to such kinds of mental states as beliefs, but not to such kinds of mental states as sensations. However, versions of the transparency theory have now emerged that explain how one knows all kinds of one’s own mental states in the same way (Byrne, A. 2018, Schwengerer 2018a). These theories promise a relatively simple general explanation of self-knowledge.

Another recent development that makes the question of simplicity more pressing now is the relative establishment of the predictive processing theory of the mind. The predictive processing theory claims that the mind’s function is to reduce error in predictions about the outside world (Clark 2013). The predictive processing theory offers a general framework for theories of cognitive processes and is said to have already become a well-established alternative to more traditional alternatives (Hohwy 2014, Clark 2016). If the question of simplicity should be considered in light of surrounding theories in cognitive science, as I shall argue, then the question whether the ISA theory is the simplest of the available alternatives should also be considered in light of the predictive processing theory of the mind.

In fact, some researchers explicitly suggest that the transparency theory of self-knowledge is both the simplest of the available alternatives (Byrne, A. 2018), and the one that best fits the predictive processing framework (Schwengerer 2018b). I want to question both of these suggestions.

In the following, I first provide a brief clarification of the theoretical virtues of simplicity and of coherence with surrounding theories, argue that they should be considered in light of one another, and suggest that the importance of this might have been overlooked in the debate about self-knowledge. In the second part, I suggest that when coherence with surrounding theories is taken into account, the ISA theory proves to be the simplest of the available alternatives, including the unified version of the transparency theory. Finally, I consider and respond to the possible objection that since the ISA theory does not fit the predictive processing framework as well as the transparency theory does, the ISA theory would constitute a part of a less simple overall picture of the mind.

1. Two Theoretical Virtues

Theoretical virtues are such theoretical features by which it is rational to guide one’s choice of theory. They are relied upon as steady guides in theory choice because through the long history of science they have emerged as reliable indications that a research
programme is progressing, as opposed to degenerating (Lakatos 1970: 116; see also Newton-Smith 1981: 225). Theoretical virtues are now widely agreed in the scientific community to include the following four theoretical features: simplicity, coherence with surrounding theories that are already relatively well-established, support from the results of empirical research, and scientific fertility or fruitfulness in the sense of the theory predictions making a contribution to further empirical research (Newton-Smith 1981: 223–232). Therefore, showing that simplicity is possessed by a given theory to a higher degree than by other, gives the proponent of that theory a considerable dialectical advantage.

The philosophical debate about self-knowledge is no exception in this respect and therefore the participants in this debate are trying to show that their theory has this virtue, while their opponents’ theories lack this virtue. However, I suggest that the participants of this debate might have overlooked how important it is to consider simplicity in light of other theoretical virtues. In particular, they might have overlooked how important it is for simplicity to be considered in light of coherence with surrounding theories. These virtues should be considered in light of one another, because a theory is simpler only if it postulates fewer new entities, but whether a postulated entity is new can only be seen in light of those entities that are already postulated by relatively well-established surrounding theories. In the case of self-knowledge, such surrounding theories clearly include theories of how one knows other minds, as well as more general theories of how the mind works.

Furthermore, when considering whether a given theory of self-knowledge coheres with one of the given surrounding theories, it is important bear in mind that the link that makes them cohere with one another might be provided by a third theory. If that third theory is itself already well-established, then relying on it to provide the link between the first two theories will not make the overall picture of the mind any more complicated. In the following, I suggest that the ISA theory benefits in this respect from the presence of relatively well-established theories of how one knows other minds and how our minds have evolved.

2. Simplicity

Before considering the new challenges posed by recent developments, it is worthwhile to review how the proponents of the ISA theory originally argued that it the ISA theory simplest of the available alternatives (Carruthers 2011: 6, 369). They gave two main reasons: one has to do with a comparison between one’s knowledge of one’s own mind and one’s knowledge of other minds, while the other has to do with a comparison between one’s knowledge of one’s own mind and one’s ignorance of one’s own mind.

The first of the originally given reasons why the ISA theory is simpler than its rivals is that the ISA theory gives a unified explanation of one’s knowledge of one’s own and other minds. In fact, all versions of the symmetry theory claim that one knows one’s own and other minds by using the same mental capacity. Whereas all versions of the
asymmetry theory claim that one knows one’s own and other minds in different ways. The relative complexity of the asymmetry theory is perhaps the most evident in the case of the inner-sense theory of self-knowledge. The inner-sense theory claims that one knows one own mind using a mental faculty that is dedicated specifically for that purpose and that functions similarly to those mental faculties that underly perception (Nichols & Stich 2003, Goldman 2006). Evidently, the symmetry theory provides a simpler overall explanation of one’s knowledge of one’s own and other minds than the asymmetry theory.

The second of the originally given reasons why the ISA theory is simpler than its rivals is that the ISA theory gives a unified account of self-knowledge and self-ignorance. All contemporary theories of self-knowledge agree that one sometimes misinterprets one’s own propositional attitudes. For instance, they agree that one might be led to interpret and sometimes to misinterpret one’s own desires in such circumstances as a psychotherapy session. Since the symmetry theory claims that one’s access to one’s own propositional attitudes is always interpretive, they do not need to postulate additional means of access to one’s own propositional attitudes in order to explain the occasional misinterpretations. In contrast, since the asymmetry theory claims that normally one’s access to one’s own propositional attitudes is not interpretive, they need to postulate additional means of access to one’s own propositional attitudes in order to explain the occasional misinterpretations. Evidently, the symmetry theory also provides a simpler overall explanation of one’s knowledge and one’s ignorance of one’s own mind.

These two originally given reasons why the ISA theory is simpler than its rivals are now widely acknowledged by the opponents of the ISA theory. For instance, Byrne acknowledges the last point when he writes that ‘all accounts of self-knowledge have to acknowledge a helping hand from Ryle’, that is – from the symmetry theory, which claims one’s access to one’s own propositional attitudes is interpretive (Byrne, A. 2018: 177). However, the opponents of the ISA theory question whether it is the simplest of the available alternatives on other grounds.

In particular, Byrne suggests that the ISA theory gives a less unified account of one’s knowledge of one’s own propositional attitudes and one’s knowledge of one’s own sensory mental states (Byrne, A. 2012, 2018: 16). According to him, most ‘neo-Ryleans’, and perhaps even Ryle himself, claim that one’s knowledge of one’s own sensory mental states is not always interpretive. Carruthers is fairly explicit about this when he writes that one’s access to one’s own sensory mental states might be more like recognition than interpretation, or closer to how the transparency theory describes one’s knowledge of one’s own propositional attitudes (Carruthers 2011: 81). For this reason, Byrne concludes that the ISA theory is in a sense a complex theory of self-knowledge.

It is true that earlier versions of the transparency theory also were complex in this sense. For they only seemed to apply to one’s knowledge of one’s own propositional attitudes such as beliefs, but not other mental states. However, unified versions of the transparency theory have now emerged that account for one’s knowledge of all kinds of one’s own mental states in the same way (Byrne, A. 2018, Schwengerer 2018a).
For instance, Byrne’s new version of transparency theory claims that one knows all kinds of one’s own mental states by inferring them from corresponding tracts of the outside world. According to this theory, one normally knows that one believes that \( p \) by applying the inference rule ‘If \( p \), believe that you believe that \( p \)’ (Byrne, A. 2018: 102). Likewise, one knows that one feels a pain by applying the inference rule ‘If you seem to (nociceptively) perceive a disturbance in your body, believe that you feel a pain’ (Byrne, A. 2018: 149). Crucially, the theory claims that applying these rules of inferences only requires one to possess an ordinary reasoning capacity, not a mental faculty dedicated for self-knowledge. From this Byrne concludes that a unified transparency theory gives a more unified account of self-knowledge.

One thing that merits emphasising here is that a unified transparency theory still gives a less unified overall account of one’s knowledge of one’s own and other minds, and a less unified account of one’s knowledge and ignorance of one’s own mind. That is to say that the originally given reasons to think that the ISA theory is simpler in those respects would remain standing even if Byrne’s suggestion were also left to stand. One would then have to concede that the ISA theory is simpler in some respects, while the transparency theory is simpler in another. However, it is unclear whether Byrne’s suggestion stands. Here I want to suggest two responses to it that a proponent of the ISA theory could make.

The first response is to say that the ISA theory is compatible with the claim that all self-knowledge is interpretive. If one were to add to the four core claims of the ISA theory described above a fifth claim that says one’s access to one’s own sensory mental states is interpretive, then one would get a more unified interpretive theory of self-knowledge. At some points, it seems that Quassim Cassam suggests that the ISA theory should make this fifth claim (Cassam 2014: Ch. 12). If one were to commit to this fifth claim, then the ISA theory would certainly give a unified account of one’s knowledge of one’s own propositional attitudes and one’s knowledge of one’s own sensory mental states. Yet the four core claims of the ISA theory themselves are silent about the kind of access one has to one’s own sensory mental states. To say that the ISA theory is compatible with this fifth claim is not to say that it implies it. This seems to be one of the options that are open to the ISA theorist.

At some points, it seems that Carruthers suggests that the ISA theory should remain neutral on this fifth claim (Carruthers 2011: xi), or that it should reject it (Carruthers 2011: 81). One could reject the fifth claim and concede Byrne’s point about simplicity, but then argue that the ISA theory is as simple as any theory of self-knowledge should be, while the transparency oversimplifies things. Generally, the simplicity or complexity of a theory should reflect the simplicity or complexity of reality. One might argue that one’s knowledge of one’s own propositional attitudes and one’s knowledge of one’s own sensory mental states are relevantly different in reality. For instance, one might suggest that self-attributions of propositional attitudes and self-attributions of sensory mental states differ in their reliability and the kinds of mistakes that they are susceptible to. This would not be an ad hoc assumption either, since a convincing case has already been made to the effect that one often misinterprets one’s own propositional attitudes (Carruthers...
2011: 325–367), but a similar case has not yet been made to the effect that one often similarly misinterprets one’s own sensory mental states. In other words, one might argue that the transparency theory buys simplicity at the cost of empirical support. However, I suggest that proponents of the ISA theory, even they reject the fifth claim, do not need not concede Byrne’s point about simplicity, since there is another way to respond to his suggestion.

The second response to Byrne’s suggestion is to say that none of the entities postulated by the ISA theory are new. This is because every entity that the ISA theory postulates is already postulated by surrounding theories that are already relatively well-established. In particular, these entities are postulated by theories of how one knows other minds. These theories lead us to believe that there is a process in which sensory input is fed into a mental mechanism that processes that input according to the inference rules of an intuitive theory of mind and then produces beliefs about mental states as output. According to the ISA theory, the same process takes place when one attributes mental states to oneself.

More precisely, the input in this process is sensory in both cases, although there are kinds of sensory input that are related primarily to the self. These kinds of sensory input include those that come from interoception and proprioception, as well as inner speech and other kinds of mental imagery. Similarly, the processing rules in this process are rules of inference of one’s own intuitive theory of mind, although different rules may be applied to processing information about different individuals. For instance, a given kind of sensory input that is related to the self may be processed more deeply than that kind of sensory input that is related to other people. Lastly, the outputs in this process are beliefs about mental states, although these beliefs may be stored somewhat differently. Note, however, that different mental files or different ‘person models’ (Newen 2015) for different people is something that one should already assume in order to explain knowledge of other minds. I conclude that the entities that the ISA theory postulates to explain self-knowledge are not new.

In contrast, some of the entities that are postulated by the transparency theory are new. The transparency theory falls short of postulating an entire new mental faculty. However, Byrne’s version of the theory does postulate a new set of processing rules such as ‘If $p$, believe that you believe that $p$’. It postulates these rules for the sole purpose of explaining self-knowledge. Moreover, it claims that the process of applying these rules is relatively insulated from other mental processes. This makes the process resemble the workings of a separate mental faculty at least to some degree. In particular, the theory claims that the rules are applied unconsciously, because if the process were made conscious the rules would strike their user as irrational. The reason they would strike one as irrational is that, in the case of belief, the fact that $p$ is generally not a good reason to believe that someone believes that $p$. For example, if in fact it were now snowing at the North Pole, it would not be a good reason to believe that someone believes it. I conclude that the entities that the transparency theory postulates are new, even if they are less weighty than some of those postulated by other versions of the asymmetry theory.
3. Coherence with Surrounding Theories

To the preceding suggestion the ISA theory proves to be simpler than the transparency theory when one considers surrounding theories, such as the theory of how one knows other minds, one might propose the following objection. One might argue that the transparency theory fits the predictive processing framework better than the ISA theory and that therefore the transparency theory promises to be a part of a simpler overall account of the mind. This objection concedes the point that one should take account of surrounding theories and uses to argue against the ISA theory. I want to suggest that the objection fails to take note of an important link that makes the ISA theory perfectly coherent with the predictive processing theory.

But before moving to this new challenge posed by a recent development, again it might be worthwhile to first review how proponents of the ISA theory have originally argued that the ISA theory coheres with surrounding theories. The suggestion was that the ISA theory receives indirect support from three surrounding theories that at the time were already relatively well-established (Carruthers 2011: 47–68). These were the theories of global workspace, working memory, and Machiavellian intelligence. Here is why the ISA theory was said to receive support from them.

First, the global workspace theory claims that our mind consists of many specialised systems that communicate by means of sensory information through the one central system that is consciousness (Baars 1988). Since the ISA theory claims that attribution of mental states is subserved by one such specialised system that feeds on sensory information, it seems to cohere with the global workspace theory. Second, the working memory theory claims that there is a kind of relatively short-term memory that allows one to simultaneously keep in mind different pieces of sensory information and consciously operate on them (Baddeley & Hitch 1974). Since the ISA theory claims that the mental faculty underlying mental state attribution is largely dependant on such manipulations of sensory information, it seems to cohere with the working memory theory. Finally, the Machiavellian intelligence theory claims that the adaptive challenge of living in a social group was a major driving force in the evolution of intelligence (Byrne, R. W. & Whiten 1988). Since the ISA theory claims that a specialised cognitive system for understanding other minds evolved early and was only later repurposed for understanding one’s own mind, it seems to cohere with the Machiavellian intelligence theory.

Crucially, there is no suggestion in either the global workspace theory or the working memory theory that a specialised system responsible for attributing mental states would have non-sensory access to its domain. Likewise, there is no suggestion in the Machiavellian intelligence theory that there were comparable evolutionary pressures for a specialised cognitive system for understanding one’s own mind to evolve. These theories provide indirect support for the ISA theory, because they make it seem natural that one should have evolved a specialised cognitive system for understanding other minds that feeds on sensory input and is repurposed for understanding one’s own mind. The ISA theory would receive indirect support from these theories even if it did not fit the predictive processing framework.
In addition to this original argument for the ISA theory, there have also been early suggestions that it does not cohere with some of the more general surrounding theories. In particular, it has been suggested that the ISA theory does not fully fit the dual-process framework. The dual-process theory claims that the human mind generally processes information in two different ways: intuitively and reflectively (Evans J. St. B. T. & Stanovich 2013). Keith Frankish and Joëlle Proust have both expressed worries about the ISA theory that were related to the dual-process framework. Proust argues that one knows one’s own mind in a special way by means of intuitive processing, through what she calls ‘meta-cognitive feelings’ (Proust 2013: 293–307). Whereas Frankish argues that one knows one’s own mind in a special way by means of reflective processing, through what he calls ‘explicit belief’ (Frankish 2016: 32). Proust might be taken to suggest that the ISA theory only explains reflective self-knowledge, while Frankish might be taken to suggest that the ISA theory only explains intuitive self-knowledge.

However, it seems that at least some of the disagreement here is terminological. In a recent response to Proust, Carruthers notes that he agrees with her that the feelings in question, such as the feeling of confidence, are directly accessible to the person but not meta-representational. They disagree whether these feelings should then be called ‘meta-cognitive’ (Carruthers 2017). Also in a recent paper, Carruthers agrees with Frankish that the events in question, such as one’s saying to oneself in inner speech ‘Men and women are equal’, are directly accessible to the person but do not constitute an attitude such as a belief on their own: they only do so in conjunction with things that are not directly accessible to the person, such as a commitment to what one says. They disagree whether the directly accessible event and those conjoined with it should then together be called a kind of attitude, an ‘explicit belief’ (Carruthers 2018). There might be deeper disagreements lurking beneath these terminological ones, but on the face of it, the ISA theory seems to cohere with most of what Proust and Frankish say about intuitive and reflective processes involved in self-knowledge.

I suggest that clarification might similarly show that the ISA theory is compatible with the predictive processing theory. Since the predictive processing framework is a very general theory, what it explains inevitably overlaps with what the ISA theory explains. If it turned out that the ISA theory is not readily compatible with the predictive processing theory, then either one would have to do more work and complicate the overall picture in order to graft the ISA theory onto the predictive processing theory, or one would have to reject one of the theories. I suggest that neither needs to be done, because a third theory provides the link that makes the ISA theory perfectly compatible with the predictive processing theory.

But first, here are the reasons for thinking that it is the transparency theory that best fits the predictive processing framework (Schwengerer 2018b). In a more traditional framework, one would roughly understand a piece of self-knowledge as a reliably formed true belief about one’s own mental states. Since the predictive processing theory substitutes talk of propositional attitudes such as beliefs with talk of sub-personal predictions and error-correction, Schwengerer suggests that in this new framework
one should understand self-knowledge as a pattern of higher-level predictions that accurately predict a pattern of lower-level predictions. He also suggests that since all of these predictions are ultimately about the outside world, the way of looking at self-knowledge that this new framework suggests coheres with the transparency theorist’s notion that one acquires self-knowledge by attending to the relevant tracts of the outside world. Schwengerer also suggests a prediction that might differentiate a theory of self-knowledge based in the predictive processing framework from other theories of self-knowledge. Namely, he suggests that the theory should predict occasional surprise at the workings of one’s own mind, which it would explain as an error being registered in the higher level of prediction. I suggest that proponents of the ISA theory can respond to Schwengerer’s suggestion in two different ways.

The first response to Schwengerer’s suggestion is to say that the ISA theory should predict occasional surprise at the workings of one’s own mind. In fact, any of version of the symmetry theory should predict this, since the theory claims that one knows one’s propositional attitudes by self-interpretation, which might lead first to error and then to the realisation that one has made that error and one’s surprise at discovering it. Therefore, if this is the only prediction that is specific to theories of self-knowledge that are embedded in the predictive processing framework, then the ISA theory fits this framework perfectly.

The second response to Schwengerer’s suggestion is to say that the predictive processing theory becomes readily compatible with most theories of self-knowledge when one takes into account the supporting theories that the predictive processing theory must itself rely on. The need for such additional support is made evident by the famous Darkened Room problem (Clark 2016: 262–265). The problem can be stated roughly as follows: if one simply seeks to minimise prediction error, why does one not to stay forever in such especially predictable environments as an empty darkened room? To solve this problem, the predictive processing theorist assumes that one evolved to have certain rigid prediction patters, such as that one will get food: one does not correct the prediction and predict that one will never get food, even though this would be a simple way to reduce prediction error. Crucially, the predictive processing theory itself insufficient to explain what set of rigid prediction patterns humans evolved to have.

Therefore, for all we know, the rigid predictions patterns that humans evolved to have might turn out to correspond to the mental architecture that is postulated by any of the theories of self-knowledge that are currently on offer. They might correspond, for instance, to the mental architecture that is postulated by the ISA theory. In fact, the ISA theory already receives indirect support from a relatively well-established theory of the driving forces behind the evolution of intelligence. Therefore, the Machiavellian intelligence theory might well provide the link that makes the ISA theory fit the predictive processing framework perfectly.
Conclusion

I have suggested that the importance of looking at the two theoretical virtues of simplicity and coherence with surrounding theories in light of one another might have been overlooked in the debate about self-knowledge. For a theory is simpler than the available alternatives only if fewer of the entities that it postulates are new, but whether the postulated entities are new can only be seen in light of what entities are already postulated by surrounding theories that are already relatively well-established.

I have also suggested that when surrounding theories are taken into account, it becomes evident that the entities postulated by the ISA theory are not new. This is because theories of how one knows other minds already postulate a process in which sensory input is fed into a mental mechanism that processes it according to the inference rules of an intuitive theory of mind and produces beliefs about mental states as output. In contrast, even the more simple of the alternatives postulate entities that are new: the unified transparency theory postulates processing rules that are introduced specifically for the purpose of explaining self-knowledge.

Finally, I have considered and replied to the objection that the ISA theory might yet prove to complicate the overall picture of the mind if it turned out that the ISA theory is not readily compatible with some newly established general theory of the mind, such as the predictive processing theory. I have suggested that the ISA theory fits this framework perfectly. This is because the ISA theory should make the prediction that was said to be specific to theories of self-knowledge embedded in this new framework (that one will sometimes be surprised at the workings of one’s own mind), and because the framework relies upon assumptions about rigid prediction patterns that humans evolved to have, which might well correspond to the one’s postulated by the ISA theory.
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